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Class 12 English Flamingo  (Word Meanings) 

Chapter 6 Poets and Pancakes 

S.N
o. Word Meanings 

Meanings (in 
hindi) 

Synonyms 

1 
Truck- 
loads 

 large amounts that could fill a truck   -     bundle, bushel 

2 Stables a building set apart and adapted for keeping horses       stud, mews 

3 
Remote 
corners 

a place that is located away from the populated 
areas 

            far corner 

4 Maiden a young woman or an unmarried girl           unwedded, single 

5 
Incandesce

nt 
emitting light as a result of being heated; burning         on fire, blazing, aflame 

6 Forbidden not allowed; banned.       
 taboo, unaccredited, 

undistinguished 

7 Misery 
a state or feeling of great physical or mental distress 

or discomfort 
    suffering, pain, gripe 

8 Integration  unification        
unification, coalescence, 

interflow 

9 
Broadcasti

ng 
the transmission of programmes or information by 

radio or television 
      

propagation, circulation, 
radiation 

10 Hideous extremely ugly       monstrous, dreadful 

11 
Crimson 

hue 
 deep red colour           ………… 

12 Potions a liquid mixture            drink, tonic 

13 Cubicle  a small partitioned-off area of a room    compartment, chamber 

14 Barge in to walk into a room quickly, without being invited            Collide, incroach 

15 
Enlightene

d 
having or showing a rational, modern and well-

informed outlook 
       bringing up, brushup 

16 Perverts 
 a person whose sexual behaviour is regarded as 

abnormal and unacceptable. 
            deviant 

17 Epics an exceptionally long and arduous task or activity         lengthy, extended 

18 Covertly secretly       privately, slyly. 

19 Woes distress      sadness, unhappiness 

20 Ignominy  public shame or disgrace        slander, notoriety, infamy 

21 Contrary opposite in nature, direction or meaning        contrary, against, adverse 

22 Virtue 
behaviour showing high moral standards; here, good 

luck 
       

morality, good behavior, 
decorum 

23 Affluent having a great deal of money; wealthy       wealthy, blessed 

24 
Having a 
hand in  

to be involved with something             engrossed, engaged 

25 Loyalty a strong feeling of support for someone            faithfulness, reasonableness 

26 
Deliberatel

y 
on purpose     -       

 consciously,  meaningly, 
politically 
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27 Dwarfed cause to seem small or insignificant in comparison      short, Pygmy 

28 Literary  
 associated with literary works or other formal 

writing 
         artistic, dramatic 

29 Critic 
 a person who judges the merits of literary or artistic 

works 
      

commentator, detractor, 
observer 

30 Refrain  lines that are repeated in poetry 
                  

    
abstain, withhold 

31 Diction 
the style of enunciation in speaking or singing; 

articulation 
       

accent, pronouncing, 
enunciation 

32 Sprawling spreading over a large area, detailed       extending. 

33 Deftly  effortlessly       genius 

34 Etched  here, defined, described            characterize, represent 

35 Lead    main      Major 

36 Subsidiary secondary, supporting       helpful, auxiliary, accessory 

37 
Main 

players 
 actors performing the main roles             protagonist 

38 Genuine TRUE         real, actual, original 

39 Conscious  aware       sentient 

40 
Improvide

nt 
a person who does not plan his expenses and ends 

up wasting money 
        short sighted, indiscrect, 

scapegrace 

41 
Demeanou

r 
manner; attitude      

behavior, demeanor, 
bearing 

42 Direst terrible         dangerous, desperate 

43 
Temprame

ntal  
liable to unreasonable changes of mood.    -      changeable 

44 Blew over to pass by or to end              finish, vanish. 

45 
Incriminati

ng 
making someone appear guilty of a crime or 

wrongdoing. 
             impeach, inculpate 

46 Foul   bad           nasty, awful, grim 

47 Tirade   a long, angry speech of criticism or accusation        attack, diatribe 

48 
Struck 
dumb  

shocked      -      stunned, upset. 

49 
Sneaking 

into 
doing something in a secretive or stealthy way          secretly 

50 Catapulted   move suddenly or at great speed        propel, send 

51 Literati 
 well-educated people who are interested in 

literature. 
               best, ellite 

52 Haunt  frequently visited by      base,  perch, stand 

53 Leisure time when one is not working or occupied; free time       leave, recess time 

54 Mess a building or room providing meals       hoopla, fuss, muddle 

55 Drudge  a person made to do hard menial or dull work. 
             

     
menial worker, labourer 

56 Averse having a strong dislike of or opposition to something        
unfavorable, repugnant, 

disadvantageous 

57 
Communis

m 
 collectivism         socialism, Sovietism 
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58 Filial  relating to or due from a son or daughter.         devoted, faithful 

59 Conjugal 
 relating to marriage or the relationship between a 

married couple 
        matrimonial, married 

60 
Compuncti

on 
 reluctance      compunction, anguish, grief 

61 Pursuit  hobby       activity 

62 
Forthcomi

ng 
 about to happen or appear        ensuing, future, subsequent 

63 Homilies sermon; lecture       advice, preaching 

64 Bare   empty      unfilled, vacant 

65 Hues  complexion      tone 

66 Surmise guess; suspect        
conjecture, presumption, 

inference 

67 Bafflement  confusion, bewilderment      confusion, perplexity 

 


